GEOCHEMICAL FIELD COURSE
MG431T103

Will be held this year in the area of Velemín
From 7. to 12. 10. 2024

Follow-up compulsory laboratory part from 14 October 2022
At Albertov (ÚGMNZ)

MEETING OF ALL COURSE PARTICIPANTS

Is on Monday 7 October at 11:30
In Velemín, in front of the Motorest Velemín
GPS: 50.5415611N, 13.9785594E

Transportation: unorganized, individual, there are several options. You choose the best travel and connection, preferably by train to Lovosice and then by bus.

Monday's program: welcome, accommodation, after dividing into groups and assigning the territory the first part of the field work.

Accommodation: at the field station of the Faculty of Science Velemín, costs are covered by the ÚGMNZ, sleeping bag required, toilets as well as showers and a kitchenette are available at the place of accommodation.

Necessary equipment for the field work: good shoes and boots (incl. rubber boots), including warm clothing, work will be under all weather conditions, all day in the field, possibly insect repellent

Meals: breakfast and dinner are not organized, they are paid for by the students. The grocery shop and restaurant are in a walking distance.

This course is compulsory for Natural Resource Management students (2nd year) and compulsory elective/elective for other Geology students. Previous attendance of basic Geochemistry course (MG431P01) for Czech students or Environmental Geochemistry course (MG431P07E) for Erasmus students is required for possible enrolment in the Geochemical Field Course.

We kindly ask students who will participate in the course to send a confirmation message by 15. September 2024 to the e-mail address of the course guarantor, Adam Culka: culka@natur.cuni.cz.

The pedagogical team:

Adam Culka
Petr Drahota
Vojtěch Ettler
Viktor Goliáš

We look forward to seeing you!